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Editorial
Dear Friends,
I am reporting this month that the inroads of the "Great Bon Experiment" are continuing. The Dream Yoga teaching by
Chongtul Rinpoche has seeded more western minds with ideas necessary to fathom the great Dzogchen truths and the Nature of
Mind.
In approaching a manifestation of our minds –dream- with an open mind and ancestral knowledge, one can experience that
ALL is a dream and manifestation of emptiness.
This issue also contains a breakthrough document. Please read the "Reflections of an Experience of Current with John of God"
by Rick Sheff MD. The type of thought and path described are something new. We are following the discovery of a way to
experience "current", the mysterious manifestation of pooled energy of life that is used in sublimating karma, in the presence of
a catalyst- medium Joao. This is about healing of a nature that is puzzling many people in the medical profession.

Ed.
*
To contact us or view previous issues of this Newsletter click this link: http://energeticrejuvenation.com/
E-mail entries to Abaraschi@aol.com or via regular mail addressed to: Anton Baraschi, 9 Farm Lane, Spring Valley, N.Y.
10977
Editor

***
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News and Links
Doctor revives the art of diagnostic- reversing the trend that relies more and more on MRI's and other mechanical testing:
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/12/health/12profile.html?_r=1&ref=health
*
A New York Times article about observations on babble- the beginning of language, babble like in Babel
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/12/health/12klass.html?ref=health
*
Emma Bragdon published in her Newsletter a very interesting review of the work of a Russian healer working out of California
http://www.enewsbuilder.net/emmabragdon/e_article001902764.cfm?x=bhycd6V,b6cSnRCv,w

***
Teaching

Chongtul Rinpoche (The title Rinpoche means that he is a recognized reincarnated Tibetan High Lama) is the Founder and
Spiritual Director of Bon Shen Ling: Tibetan Bon Education Fund USA .
An extraordinary ambassador of Tibetan Bon culture, Chongtul Rinpoche established recently the following organizations in
countries exhibiting an interest in knowing more about this uninterrupted ancient human tradition :
Sa Trik Er Sang: The Bon Study Center in Munich, Germany; The Bon Culture Center in Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia; Friends
of Tibetan Bon in Warsaw, Poland; Bon Culture Center in Delhi, India.
For a detailed biography of Chongtul Rinpoche click this link: http://www.bonshenling.org/rinpoche.html
In this issue, Laurie Hopkins, a dedicated Yung Drung Bon practitioner reviews the teaching of Dream Practice from the
Mother Tantra,”Ma Gyu”.
Please also look at the announcement section for the exceptional upcoming teaching by His Holiness of Bon, Lungtok Tenpai
Nyima, the Teaching of the Golden Spoon.

*
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Exploring the Practice of Dream Yoga with Chongtul Rinpoche
Review by Laurie Hopkins

Laurie Hopkins was drawn to the truths of Tibetan religions in this lifetime, when she encountered the brilliant writings of the
great dharma master, Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche in the early 1980s. Over the course of the last few years, she has committed
to intensive studies with the Bon lama, Chongtul Rinpoche, her heart guru. She is currently focused on completing the
requirements associated with her initiation into Tsi Dup Yang Bod healing practices. The 30 day journey spread out over 3
years (in 10 day segments) has proven profoundly transformative for Hopkins and has spoken to some of the deepest yearnings
of the mystic in her soul. She currently resides in Upstate New York, working as an occupational therapist in a school for
children with ASD.
Ed.
*
In keeping with the ancient format of Bon teachings, Geshe Chongtul Rinpoche, a high reincarnate Bon lama, began his 2
day Dream Practice instruction from the Mother Tantra,”Ma Gyu” by sharing stories concerning the 18,000 year old lineage
that has created and preserved these teachings up to the present time.
The group that assembled at the intriguing New Dawn Foundation, waterside in New Rochelle, consisted of newcomers as
well as Rinpoche’s students who have studied with him for years, many of them currently engaged in completing their
preliminary “ngondro” practices. The wide span in exposure to Bon dharma was traversed with grace, as Chongtul Rinpoche
is gifted in his ability to communicate the essence of the teachings with a profound clarity that renders his words easily
accessible and simultaneously penetrating on many levels. He offers “heart-word” gifts for all whom are present to his
brilliant generosity.

Chongtul Rinpoche

Attentive Audience

Before actually discussing the Dream and Sleep Practices, Rinpoche spoke at length on the meaning of the 3 preliminary
prayers that must precede the practice. In Prayer to the Spiritual Teacher, one calls to their teacher inviting them to protect,
guide, and open their channels as a means of receiving the teachings or engaging in the practice. When reciting the Refuge
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prayer, a practitioner acknowledges and honors the entire lineage that has made these teachings available. Finally with the
Compassion prayer, one vows to cultivate a mind that informs all actions with the intention of conducting oneself virtuously
on behalf of all sentient beings until each and everyone has attained enlightenment. No small task!

Questions and Answers

Kata Offering

There was much for the attendees to contemplate and no doubt some surprises for those who came just to learn about
working in the dream state. Life is but a dream was the theme throughout the weekend. Rinpoche gave the example of living
to be 80 years old, but in reality sleeping approximately 40 of those years, reducing the figure to only 40 years of being
awake in the world. When we consider how ”awake” most of us truly are as we live our lives, it can be quite disconcerting
about the personal and cultural pull toward squandering the preciousness of the life time we are currently given. Rinpoche
addressed the concept of impermanence as a means of compelling us to act with immediacy in terms of transforming our
poisons into wisdom for the sake of all sentient beings. We discussed Dream Practice as a valuable tool for exploring anger,
attachment, ignorance, jealousy and pride and then ultimately transforming/liberating them into their corresponding wisdoms
of love, generosity, wisdom, openness, and peace. In response to questions from the participants who were earnestly trying
to integrate the teachings with scenarios from their own dreams and lives, Rinpoche offered increasingly more subtle
examples of the effects of such poisons. For example he mentioned that actions that might superficially appear healthy can
actually be steeped in the poison of attachment. To illustrate this he mentioned that even the student teacher relationship can
become more about attachment than acting with compassion and that it is actually the intention under laying one’s actions
that determines if wisdom or poison predominates. He urged us to examine whether our actions were based on helping others
or self-serving. Likewise, what appears to be a “bad” or “good” dream may not in fact be so at all, once we look closely at
the content, context, and deeper meanings of the symbols. There was much exploration of the role of fear in dream and
awake states and how that relates to the 5 poisons.
We also explored the practice from the perspectives of Sutra, Tantra and Dzochen lineages. Rinpoche taught about the
deities and dakinis associated with Dream/Sleep practice and the mantra and seed syllables that are recited to invoke them
and their assistance in understanding the messages that come to us in the dream state. We reviewed the various types of
dreams including lucid dreaming and the strategies to prepare one’s consciousness for “working” during dream time.
Rinpoche closed by stating that the traditional Bon Dream teaching is usually a month long. This course was an overview of
a complicated practice that has the potential to bring one to a state of enlightenment. The ending of this teaching was clearly
an invitation to begin the deepening process that one can devote their life time to. The impact of Rinpoche’s Dream and
Sleep Practice teachings will continue to reverberate in the various states of consciousness of all who listened as he explained
the ancient mysteries that enable one to transform and liberate poisons into wisdom, to understand karmic situations that
have, will, or are currently unfolding, and finally to seek divine communications for the purpose of living compassionately on
behalf of all sentient beings.
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Group photo of participants

In closing I would like to share some impressions of the texture that prevailed over the course of the weekend. Our time
together had a spacious, expansive feel that was actually quite dreamlike and resonated on a soul level of knowing. The
harmonious esprit d’corps that unfolded from the start was quite remarkable for a group coming together for the first time.
There was brightness in the energy field that radiated into and from the group, no doubt intensified by the brilliant blue
summer skies and sparks of light reflecting off the water outside the center. Hopefully the attendees can carry this energy
with them to subsequent circumstances and teachings, acting as emissaries of positive, supportive, connected “sanghahood”.
In a way this could be our gift to Rinpoche for sharing such sacred teachings with us. Each person played a significant role
in contributing to the uplifted and refreshing energy that permeated this teaching weekend. It was a joyous and precious
dream, and with the risk of letting my personal poison of attachment be seen with full transparency, I must admit that I for
one could have kept on dreaming. Emaho!

***

Philosophical Essay
In this series of seven articles Peter Roche De Coppens is examining the change of consciousness that occurs during our time
with references to Health. In the last episode of this series, Peter muses on the ultimate goal of health, wellbeing and conscious
evolution, on experiencing the rendering of the unconscious into conscious experience, which he terms theosis or knowledge of
God. In conclusion, one evolves from fragmentation into unity, combining nutrition, energy information and destiny, thus
experiencing the combined effect of human constitution in context.
Ed.
*
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Going Back to the Essentials of Health, Wellbeing and Conscious Evolution (part 7 of 7):
The theoretical and practical synthesis

Peter Roche de Coppens, Ph.D.

In this new series, I have attempted to lead you into a fascinating journey and a fundamental adventure designed to lead you to
what we called the « essentials of health, wellbeing, and evolution”; and this to help you avoid « drowning in ever-growing
details and fragmentation” at the cognitive level that would then leave you confused, sad, demotivated and exhausted! This is
the sorry condition of a growing number of people in our present historical period who fall into depression, give way to despair
and feel that life and the world is just “too much for them”; that they are “victims of circumstances” and, as such, that they
cannot “make it” anymore, whether it be with their health, their relationship, their work, or financial questions—with their very
identity and raison d’être!
Drawing from the spiritual tradition and my own personal experience, I have attempted to show you that true health is a great
deal more than the absence of disease; that a human being is not a machine but a great spiritual being; that life on earth with all
of its vicissitudes, joys and sorrows, is truly an incredible gift and opportunity; that life has a cause, a meaning and a purpose
that we can discover and that are intelligible… as we raise our level of consciousness and being; and that integral health has a
strong human or psychosocial component, whereby it is essential to want to live, to want to heal, to find meaning and purpose,
and to be happy and appreciate life and ourselves… if we want to live life to its fullest and be healthy and fulfilled.
As a human being is a multidimensional being in evolution, so health, disease and healing are also multidimensional processes
with a physical, and emotional-mental, and a spiritual component; these different aspects of our being are all interrelated and
interacting where the causal connection works top-down from the spiritual to the physical aspect via the psycho-emotional
aspect. Specifically, health will manifest at as strength, coordination, and proper integration at the physical level, which gives
our human self a good instrument of expression in the world. At the emotional level, it manifests as courage, motivation and
appreciation; at the mental level, it is clarity, understanding and meaning; while at the spiritual level it is maintaining the proper
connection between all our our “bodies”, our human and our spiritual self, and moving towards the realization of our great goal
or destiny which is theosis. Theosis is the full actualization of all of our faculties and potentialities, rendering the whole
unconscious conscious, so that we can, indeed, become a “vehicle of expression” for spirit in the worlds of creation.
Psycho-neuro-immunology as well as psychosomatic medicine have made very clear and quite intelligible what the spiritual
tradition has always taught, namely that the ultimate cause of all of our diseases and afflictions are “devils” (our negative
thoughts, feelings and states of being) and our transgressing natural laws rather than bad luck or evil micro-organisms!
Moreover, that as we raise our level of consciousness we move towards unity, union, life, consciousness and simplicity whereas
lowering our level of consciousness will inevitably lead us towards confusion, multiplicity, fragmentation and exhaustion. In
the process of our Fall or involution (of moving from spirit to matter) we have chosen rationalism, analysis and specialization
as our professional focus which has led us into a progressive stage of confusion, multiplicity and ever-increasing fragmentation,
so that we literally “drown in detail” or in the mass of information that is being thrown at us. And this, in turn, leads us to
become depressed, demotivated, fall sick to an ever-multiplying series of diseases and pathogenic agents and consider suicide
as a way out of our problems!
This is why the only true way out of our present impasse is to raise our level of consciousness and being, to move towards
greater simplicity, clarity, and unity where, from above, we can find the laws and principles that govern the multitude of lower
level empirical conditions we are confronted with. This is the basic reason that has motivated me to present to you this series of
articles… to begin moving back to what is truly essential for our health, wellbeing and continued evolution. We have noted and
sought to explain how the emerging integral healthcare paradigm is grounded upon three essential concepts: proper nutrition(the physical aspect), energy information-(the psychosocial or human aspect), and destiny -(the spiritual aspect). We have made
it very clear that all three are essential for a proper understanding of health and disease and for the effective process of healing
but in the present series we have selected and concentrated upon the energy-information dimension which is the major
emerging factor.
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Essentially this means to progressively move from the physical body (anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry) to the energy
bodies (our vitality, emotional, mental, socio-cultural, and spiritual life); this means moving slowly from the realm of
symptoms and effects to that of causes, from ever-unfolding multiplicity and complexity to unity and simplicity, so that once
we hit the right “key”, principle or law”, all the various symptoms, blockages and disharmonies will heal, be removed, and
restore harmony and proper circulation and information which are the “hallmark” of integral health and wellbeing.. What is also
very important here is for each person to assume more responsibility and become more pro-active for one’s own health and
wellbeing rather than delegating this to external authorities—to remain the child that needs to be taken care of and told what he
must and most not do! It means to move from the outside dimension to the inner dimension and from the physical to the
spiritual aspect of our being.
It is interesting to note how in fact there are genuine “pandemics” and mythical or media created pandemics at the present time.
The swine flu and SARS “pandemics” are definitely man-made and media created events that do exist but which remain
secondary and non-essential. The real pandemics, on the other hand, which are creating untold victims, sufferings, work and
financial costs, are those of depression and of the diagnosis-trauma which, interestingly enough, involve our psycho-emotional
dimension at the causal level but which then “somatizes” and works down to affect our immune, hormonal, nervous and
circulatory systems in a number of dysfunctional and pathological ways. It is now scientifically recognized that negative
thoughts, feelings, and states of being (fear, anxiety, frustration, anger, exhaustion and despair) will immediately bring down
our immune, hormonal and circulatory system making us vulnerable to a whole host of known and unknown pathogenic
conditions that will make us sick and impair the proper function of our PNEI axis.
It is also well to remember that we do need a differential approach in our medical and healthcare systems; an approach that
recognizes that people do not all function at the same level of consciousness and being and thus will not respond to different
illnesses, and to their therapies and remedies, in the same way (for more details see my work, Medicina Differenziale e
Qualitative (Guna, 2007). A medical and healthcare monopoly is a true catastrophe that does violence both to those who
practice it and to those that receive it. It is like a “bed of Procrustes” whereby all patients have to adapt to the same protocols,
treatments, doses, and length of treatment… cutting the legs of those who are too long and stretching the limbs of those who are
too short! It would be well to reflect on the old adage that a “person’s medicine may be poison to another and that a poison may
be a medicine for others under the appropriate circumstances and dosages (e.g. belladonna)”.
Specifically what this means is that a person who is more physical and active and whose “center of gravity” is still the physical
body, or a person whose illness has somatized and is far advanced in the physical dimension might unquestionably benefit more
from a physical or allopathic approach. On the other hand, a person who has further raised and differentiated her consciousness
and who is more “alive” at the emotional and mental level might best react to a psychosomatic or alternative approach. Finally
that a person who is growing spiritually and whose “center of gravity” might be more on the spiritual level will respond best to
a spiritual approach or the emerging spiritual dimension of health care. And this is the reason why the intuition of both the
patient and the therapist are sine qua non and becoming evermore important as we grow and raise our level of consciousness
and being.
Finally, it could be well be said that as we continue our evolution and raise our level of consciousness, we do need a different
theoretical paradigm and perspective which will reverse the causal level and degree of complexity by moving towards and
focusing upon simplicity, unity, health and life—towards positive elements—rather than their opposite. Thus from the multiple
symptoms and possible dysfunctions of the physical body will move towards increased vitality, transforming negative thoughts
and feelings, reframing our situation, and accessing the spiritual dimension wherein the real causes, remedies and ultimate
therapist really lie. And this will also entail moving from the outside dimension, the world, towards the inside dimension, from
the physical to the spiritual aspect of our being, to ourselves, wherein we shall discover that we do have the necessary
knowledge and instruments to remain healthy, to heal when we fall sick, and to accomplish the work we came to do in this
world. This is a very simple, clear and positive message that will empower all those that receive it bringing “hope for the
mind”, “motivation for the heart” and “life and strength to the will”… Most important it will lead us to realize, through a direct
personal experience, that we are not left abandoned and alone in this world, that everything has a cause, a purpose and a
meaning which is magnificent and that will lead each of us to the realization of our final destination, theosis. This is the reason
why this series was created and the spirit in which it is brought to you with the wish that you may make it come alive for you so
that you can reap its magnificent promises and fruit and share them with others.

*
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Peter Roche de Coppens PhD teaches at East Stroudsburg University since 1970. He has graduate degrees in sociology,
anthropology and psychotherapy. Previously he has taught at Sorbonne University (Paris) and McGill University (Montreal).
Dr. Roche de Coppens is presently a spiritual and medical consultant for GUNA (the leading Italian company in the field of
Integrative Medicine) in Rome and Milan, Italy. He authored in excess of 60 books, and innumerable articles. Some of his more
recent titles are listed below (see links):
Prayer (The Royal Path of the Spiritual Tradition)
Religion, Spirituality and Healthcare (How to Understand Them and Live Them Today)
Medicine and Spirituality (The Encounter of the 21st Century)
THE FLOWERS OF LIFE. Vol. I (What are Life and Death on Earth and How to Make the Most of Them)
The Flowers of Life Volume II: What are Wisdom and Scientific Knowledge?
The Great Theory of Human & Spiritual Revolution
Following a severe motorcycle injury that left him crippled, he sought help from the best medical authorities of the USA, Italy,
and Switzerland, only to be told that he would remain handicapped for the rest of his life.
Prayer was the vehicle through which he experienced healing. Such was his introduction to another form of medicine and
healthcare that motivated him to study, practice and refine various approaches to prayer and to holistic health and wellness for
the next 45 years.
Through his own personal experience, which changed the course of his life, he learned that the next great, “qualitative step” in
medicine and healthcare is the integration of the spiritual dimension, the awakening of spiritual consciousness, holistic
education and holistic health.

***
Event Review
John of God at the Omega institute in Rheinbeck NY September 27 through 30
The John of God 4 day event took place this year at the Omega Institute just as in previous years. The Omega staff succeded
again in running this event very smoothly and with great organizational skill. The first day the large tent hosted upwards of
1500 people and the Spiritual Falange of Dom Inacio (this is how the spiritual beings connected to John of God are referred
to) performed a marathon of 700 interventions.
During the selection process for the various groups of people attending the event (first time line, second time line, intervention
and revision)on the stage of the main tent there were several people conveying directions, conducting visualizations and
guided meditations, giving inspiring speeches and prayer sessions. The only picture I got was by permission- it shows the sunny
Brazilians, Norberto Kist, one of Joao da Deus's trusted friends in the middle, guide Rosa Machado to the right and Joao's
nephew on the left. Heather Cumming was translating for Joao and there were many other volunteers. Remarkable was the
presence of Dorothy Cooke, an extraordinary dedicated, supporting medium that volunteers her energy for the benefit of all
mankind.
She is prominently featured in the "Healing" documentary reviewed in this issue in the DVD Review section.
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For a more detailed description of a similar past event with pictures please refer to the link below:
http://energeticrejuvenation.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/Energetic_RejuvenationNewsletter10.202183623.pdf
I would like to call onto a phenomena emerging – which is that of very educated Americans using their professional skills to
investigate the extraordinary phenomena that is John of God. Last year, Emma Bragdon reported in her newsletter the
extraordinary experience of Steven Weiss DO, in which he experienced a prophet like vision of the worlds above during this
event: http://www.enewsbuilder.net/emmabragdon/e_article001631716.cfm?x=bg6P0Qr,b6cSnRCv,w
In the article below, we are assisting at the creation of a Spiritual Science. A well trained physician, Dr.Rick Sheff, uses his
honed skill in observation to analyze what it takes to become a superconductor of healing energy. We are grateful for his
spiritual courage and dedication. May his work inspire those who are true seekers on this path..
The word "current" describes the energetic phenomenon that occurs when a group of people meditate collectively with the
intent of donating energy, for the benefit of others and with the cooperation of evolved Spirits of Light. This feeling, in my
experience, has a palpable quality that perhaps can be described as a Chi experience with intelligence that is understood in
one's soul.
Ed.
*
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Reflections on an Experience of Current with John of God1
Rick Sheff MD
On Wednesday morning, September 30th, 2009, during the John of God event at the Omega Institute in New York, an
extraordinary thing happened. As I went before the Entity, he said something appreciative of the work I was doing, which
touched me deeply. With gratitude in my heart I turned to walk back to my seat in the current room when the Entity stopped
me. He then announced to everyone in the room something I have a hard time recalling exactly (which reflects the state one is
in in the current room, especially when going before the Entity). His words were something like, “If everyone prepared to be a
channel of love and healing in current as this man does, the work we could do would be so much stronger.”
I stumbled to my seat overwhelmed. As I’m sure all of us do, I come to the work of sitting in current with an open heart and a
deep intention of being of service. But I had no idea the Entity sees or appreciates the work we each do in such an individual
way. I was further stunned because what I did in current had changed dramatically during the preceding two days at Omega,
and it dawned on me that the Entity had seen this change and seemed to create an opportunity to encourage others to do
something similar. Since that moment, multiple people have asked me what it is that I do that the Entity singled out for all to
hear. I am not sure, and feel so humbled by all that has happened to me through my experiences with John of God and the
Entity to the point that I initially did not think I could or should try to answer the question. But I have to assume the Entity
pointed out what I did with intention, and that intention appears to be to strengthen the Entity’s work of healing through
strengthening the power of the current we all generate to support that healing. So in the spirit of serving the work of John of
God and the Entity, I am honored to offer what reflections I can to others who seek just as much as I have to be of service in the
current rooms in the best way they can.
As I begin writing this, I must share that for years I have felt like a person who doesn’t “see” or “feel” the things others who
seemed more “gifted” in matters of the spirit see or feel. I have referred to myself as “dense” in spiritual matters, far more
heavily oriented to the left brain than the right. Over the years my spiritual journey has helped me to change this kind of selftalk. But I share it for those who feel any part of my experience is something they might not be able to have for themselves. The
truth is that if it can happen to and for me, it can for you.
These reflections on what the Entity meant and how it might best help others must begin with a confusion. Because I had so
recently changed what I did in current, I assumed this change is what the Entity was referring to. On reflecting on the Entity’s
words as best I can recall them, however, it appears the Entity intended to highlight the preparation I do prior to the actual work
in the current room. With the goal of being helpful and of service in whatever way I can, I will share both.
At the opening of each current session, I prepare through a meditation I do as often as I can at home. This meditation draws on
a lifetime of teachings from many, but I want to highlight my profound appreciation for the gifts I have received from author
and teacher Carolyn Myss, author Lynn McTaggart, physician and author Dr. David Hawkins, the yoga instructors at Kripalu,
the spirit guide Master Ch’iang, Reverend Ron Roth, now deceased founder of Celebrating Life Ministries, and Bhagavan,
Amma, and all the dasas of the Oneness University in India. Some of you will recognize teachings of these and others that have
become woven into the tapestry that is my preparation for current.
With eyes closed, after several slow, deep breaths, I seek to clear my mind and attend to my breathing. I bring my attention to
the air as it moves in through my nostrils. As it moves out, I relax and open my mind, releasing any thoughts. Over time I have
1
This piece is written assuming the reader has a familiarity with John of God, the healer from Abadiania, Brazil, as well as his work, the experience of
sitting in current at the Casa in Brazil or wherever John of God is working, and some understanding of the Spiritist underpinnings of the belief system
upon which this work is based. If this description does not fit you, then please know that I am a physician who began what has become a spiritual
journey as a scientist and a skeptic. I remain a scientist and a skeptic, including skepticism about what today’s scientists are telling us is the “truth”
about how the world works. Our scientists hold a piece of the truth, but not all of it. For more information about John of God, his work, and the
experiences described in this piece, I encourage you to consult one of the many sources that provide responsible information about John of God and
the extraordinary healings that flow from his life of dedication and service. A sample of such sources includes the following:

John of God: The Brazilian Healer who has touched the lives of millions by Heather Cummings and Karen Leffler
The Book of Miracles: The Healing Work of Joao de Deus by Josie Raven Wing
Spiritual Alliances: Discovering the Roots of Health at the Casa de Dom Inácio by Emma Bragdon
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learned to recognize that my mind tends to function most often in the “left brain”, rational mode. Recently, I have sought to
open my mind with each out breath in a way that engages both left and right brain modes simultaneously, reaching in some
way for a “whole brain” mode, which often leaves me with almost a sensation of stretching and a quiet sense of release and
integration in whatever space I attribute to my mind. Since I have never been one drawn to sitting meditation, simply watching
my breath rarely sufficiently quiets my mind, so I soon move on to a visualization for opening the chakras. (As simply an
observation, in writing this description I realized that sometimes I visualize the chakras with their respective colors and
sometimes color has nothing to do with the visualization.) I bring my attention to opening the first chakra at the base of the
perineum with the phrase “All is one.” With the next breath I take this to the individual level with the phrase, “I am one with
Virginia (my wife), and she is one with me.” As I hear these words inside, I feel the energy of this connection and send it out as
an intention to her and the space between us. I let out the next breath breathing into the energy and thought, “We (Virginia and
I) are one with all humanity” expanding an energetic connection to a blanket of human consciousness that surrounds our planet.
With the next breath breathing out the energy and intention, “We are one with all that is.” As I hold “all that is” this thought
begins with a connection to all the animals on the earth, then to all the plants, then to Mother Earth, then to the planets in our
solar system and our sun, and finally to all the galaxies. With the next breath I breath into and energize, “Together we are one
with God,” as I feel our connection expand to a shared oneness with the Divine. I then move out with the next breath to connect
with those in whatever region I find myself in, which in this case became, “I am one with all the people of New York and New
England, and we are one with each other.” Then with the next breath I energize our oneness with all humanity, and with the
next breath with all that is. Again, the words are connected to an intention and a sending out of the energy of this intention to
all the people of New York, New England, and then the world. This is then followed by another breath and the words, “And
together we are one with God.” The next breath this becomes, “I am one with all the people of the United States, and we are
one with each other.” With this thought I visualize individuals who differ so much from each other but who share living in the
United States, ultimately creating an image and intention of all of us in our varied differences bound to each other in a unified
oneness. With successive breaths this becomes one with all humanity, with all that is, and together we are all one with God. The
next breath becomes, “I am one with all the people of North America, and we are one with each other.” With successive breaths
this becomes we are one with all humanity, with all that is, and together we are all one with God. The next breath becomes, “I
am one with all the people of Central America and the Caribbean, and we are all one with each other.” With successive breaths
this becomes we are one with all humanity, with all that is, and together we are all one with God. I continue this for South
America, Africa, Europe, the Middle East, Central Asia, East Asia, and finally Australia, New Zealand, and the Pacific islands.
This phase ends with, “I am one with all humanity, and we are one with each other, with all that is, and together we are all one
with God.”
Remaining with the focus on the first chakra, and depending upon how much time I want to take with the entire meditation, I
move on to, “I am one with all animals on the earth, and we are one with each other, with all that is, and together we are all one
with God.” Then “I am one with all plants on the earth, and we are one with each other, with all that is, and together we are one
with God.” Then “I am one with the earth, with Gaia, and she is one with me, with all that is, and together we are one with
God.” Again, depending upon how much time I want to take for the meditation, I continue this with one breath each for the
moon, each of the planets, and the sun. I end the first chakra portion of the meditation with “I am one with all that is, all that
ever was, and all that ever will be. I am one with God.”
I then breathe the energy from the first chakra up into the second chakra and visualize it opening with the phrase, “I honor the
other as other.” Again, depending upon how much time I want to take for this meditation, with each breath I may say, “I honor
Virginia as other.” “I honor my mother and father as other.” “I honor my children as other.” “I honor my ex-wife as other.” If
there is anyone else I may be having tension or conflict with at that time, I honor them as other, and so on.
Then I breathe the energy from my first chakra, through the second chakra, and into the third chakra with the phrase, “I honor
myself.” Sometimes this becomes, “I honor this self” when I take the stance of lack of attachment to this particular self rather
than the ownership of it as “mine.” Each of the following phrases is recited silently with a breath: “I honor this body.” “I honor
the many personalities that compose this self.” “I honor the passions of this self.” “I honor the personal history of this self.” “I
honor the karma of this self.” The intention is complete acceptance of this self without judgment or any desire to change it.
Then I breathe the energy from the first chakra, up into the second, the third, and then feel it opening the fourth as I say silently,
“I open my heart to love.” As with the first chakra, I linger longer in the fourth chakra beginning with, “I open to receiving
love.” With each breath I visualize my heart opening to receiving love from my wife, my children, friends, other family, others
who come to mind, and eventually from God. Then I shift into, “I open to loving others fully, openly, without fear, jealousy, or
any desire to control or manipulate another.” One by one, each breath expresses an intention I carry from one of my teachers. “I
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open to love as Master Ch’iang loves, deeply accepting each person in front of me just where they are, and seeking only to help
them with the next step before them on their path.” “I open to love as the Entity loves, with the power of the energetic matrix of
the Casa, the love of all the spirit beings working at the Casa, and the love of the highest guiding spirits of the Casa.” “I open to
love as Bhagavan and Amma love, with the power of 10,000 lives of enlightenment.” “I open to love as Ron Roth loves, with
the power of the Holy Spirit flowing through me to all others.” And most recently, though raised Jewish, I have added, “I open
to love as Jesus, Mother Mary, and Mary Magdalene love, as our deepest teachers of love.” This piece ends with, “I open to
love as God loves,” which fills and expands my chest almost beyond tolerance energizing the intention, “I open to
unconditional love,” as I feel this unconditional love flow through my heart out to all others. “I open to complete forgiveness,”
as again this intention flows through my heart out to all others. And finally the intention, “There is nothing to forgive for you
have done no wrong” flows through my heart out to all others.
I then breathe the energy from my first chakra into the second, third, fourth, and finally the fifth chakra as the energy in my
throat opens with the phrase, “I open to do not my will but thy will.” Then with successive breaths I energize each of the
following intentions: “I open to speak only the truth.” “I open to utilize the capacity for communication I have been graced
with in this life in service to the Divine.” Then, “I open to live a Spirit-directed life.” And finally, “Make me an instrument of
Your peace.”
I then breathe the energy from my first chakra into each of the chakras in turn ending with opening the sixth chakra in the
center of my head with the phrase, “I open to the peace that surpasses all understanding.” With the next breath, “I open to the
wisdom of all masters.” Then, “I open to clairvoyance, clairaudience, and clairnoeticus.” Then, “I open to all that is, all that
ever was, and all that ever will be. I open to the Field.”
I then breathe the energy from my first chakra into each of the chakras in turn ending with opening the seventh chakra at the
crown with the phrase, “I open to the Divine.” I then hold the image Dr. David Hawkins describes of ever higher frequencies of
consciousness. With each breath I allow the opening of my crown to rise in vibration (without inserting too much will into this
process). I ask for my spirit guides to help me rise ever higher and higher in vibration. When I get beyond the vibration of
unconditional love, all words fail, and each breath seems to melt into an awareness that cannot be expressed.
I linger with the breaths that flow upward to ever higher vibrations of the Divine for as long as feels right. Eventually I form the
prayer, “I pray to God, and I ask for the help of Master Ch’iang, Ron Roth, the Entity, Bhagavan, and Amma, and Jesus, Mary
and Mary Magdalene. I ask for Your help that I may serve as a clear, powerful, effective channel for the Divine to manifest on
earth.”
This ends my preparation to serve in current, which usually extends through most of the first hour of current. The way I have in
the past then served in current has been to formulate the image of drawing down the energy of the Divine through my crown
chakra into my heart, drawing up the energy of Gaia from the earth, through my first chakra into my heart, and drawing in the
love of Mary, the divine feminine, directly into my heart. There the three energies combine and then flow out from my heart, to
every cell in my body, and then out to all those at Omega (or the Casa), and then upwards, merging with the energy of all the
others in current to support the energetic matrix of the current. Sometimes the energy flows from my heart, through all the cells
in my body, out to all the individuals in the line who are seeking healing from the Entity, bringing them comfort, solace and
healing. Sometimes this energy flows out to all the others in the world to help them heal. Sometimes instead of drawing in and
sending out this energy, I seek to hold the vibration of the Divine as high as possible through the opening in my seventh chakra
to support the energetic matrix of the current.
The day before the Entity said something publicly about what I do in current, something changed. Somewhere in the middle of
the current session on the morning of the second day at Omega I was holding the image of drawing divine energy down through
my crown chakra and merging it with the energy of Gaia and Mary when I recalled Heather saying something during the
closing of the previous current session about sending the negative energies that were being cleared by the Entity back into the
earth to be transformed by Mother Earth into positive energies. My thought became, “If the process I can’t see includes sending
negative energies down into the earth, then I probably should not be drawing up energy out of Mother Earth as part of my work
in current.” This is not to say Mother Earth is not capable of the transformation Heather described. Rather it was a sense that we
are sitting over the very site through which this negative energy was descending down into the earth, so it might not be the best
spot for drawing energy back up out of the earth at the same time. As I let go the image of drawing energy up from Gaia,
another one emerged, which was an even more focused intention to serve as a clear, powerful and effective channel for the
Divine to manifest on earth. Immediately I began to feel greater energy flow down through my seventh chakra. Whatever I had
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felt before as a drawing down of energy through my crown now appeared as if I’d been sipping through a straw compared to the
fire hose torrent of energy that suddenly poured through me. My entire body began to shake. I continued to shake for the
remaining almost two hours of the current session. I emerged from that session exhausted and energized in a new way. During
the afternoon session, a similar thing happened, only early on a thought formed that the shaking was a symptom of resistance. I
realized I had been trying to follow the same intention of focusing the energy pouring down into me with my own intention of
healing others, supporting the energetic matrix of current, or other images. I experimented with releasing any intention other
than simply serving as a clear and powerful channel for the Divine to manifest on earth. The shaking almost immediately
stopped. For the rest of the current session I concentrated on releasing any of my personal intention, any effort to direct the flow
of the energy, and held only the image of the energy of the Divine flowing through me and out to manifest on the earth. At
times I felt I could perceive the difference between what the physicists describe as laminar (smooth) flow and turbulent flow as
the energy passed through me. The less I inserted my own images or intentions, the smoother the flow appeared to pass through
me. I had the sense of hollowing out a space within me for the Divine to use for its own purposes as Ron Roth has taught. The
following morning, as the current session began and I finished my opening the chakras meditation, an image came to me of a
superconductor. I expressed the prayer and visualized the intention not only that I serve as a clear and powerful channel for the
Divine to manifest on earth, but that I do so as a superconductor, with zero resistance. This time the fire hose of energy poured
through me and out, but I released all other intentions and experienced almost no resistance or turbulent flow through me.
It was at the end of this current session that the Entity singled me out for what I was doing in current. I am still uncertain of
what I was doing that caused the Entity to call the attention of others to it. I offer what has been written here not in any way as a
prescription for someone reading it. Instead, my sense is that, just as at times the prayers being read in the current rooms hold a
vibration we can feel that is beyond the words of the prayer, I hope what I have been able to share here carries with it a
vibration you can take into your heart and use to express the Divinity within you and the Divinity that wants to shine through
you.
With love and blessings,
Rick
*

Richard Sheff, MD

RICHARD A. SHEFF, MD, CMSL, presently serves as chairman and executive director of The Greeley Company, a
nationally respected healthcare leadership training and consulting company He is a leading faculty member for The Greeley
Company’s national seminars and provides educational and consulting services on a wide range of topics to hospitals, physician
organizations, and other healthcare entities. Dr. Sheff has authored numerous books on healthcare-related topics, is a popular
national speaker, and serves on the faculties of the American College of Physician Executives and The Governance Institute.
His previous positions include vice president for medical affairs, IPA president, PHO medical director, president of a
corporation that owned and operated physician practices, and group practice medical director.
http://greeley.com/
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Before his work at the Greeley Company, Dr Sheff practiced family medicine in Massachusetts for more than a dozen years,
serving a community of patients of all ages, and in the early part of his practice delivering babies. He left a, successful practice
to launch a new company, CommonWell, to help our healthcare system integrate the best of complementary and alternative
medicine with the best of conventional medicine. At the same time he began to consult with hospital and physician
organizations throughout the United States, and more recently internationally.
Dr Sheff is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, School of Medicine and the Brown University residency program in
family medicine. He was an undergraduate atCornell University and recipient of the Keasbey Scholarship for the study of
politics and philosophy at Oxford University, UK.
Dr Sheff is the author of an autobiographical book "Doctor Confidential: Secrets behind the Veil" which will be released
early in 2011. An earlier version of the book may be found under the title Hey, Doc! Are You Listening to YOUR Heart?
Information about the book, excerpts, and the opportunity to purchase Hey, Doc! may be found at
www.listentoyourheartmedicine.com

This book was recommended by Bernie Siegel MD as "every patient, doctor in training, and practicing physician should read
this book". It eloquently describes the path though which an unprejudiced skeptic finds his way into integrative medicine and
compassion, thus restoring hope to a venerable profession.

***
DVD Review
Healing
Wonder, Mystery and John of God
Documentary
a David –film Production
In German, English and Portuguese
http://www.healing-derfilm.de/?lang=de
This extraordinary documentary received the Angel Reward Winner prize at the 2008 Monaco International Film Festival for
the Best Humanitarian Film, Independent Spirit Award and Best Cinematography
The DVD could be purchased at Amazon and viewed on the computer (Euro format) It has not been released in the US so far.
It is dubbed in English and since most people interviewed are English speakers it appears seamless.
http://www.amazon.de/Healing-Wunder-Mysterien-John-God/dp/B003M8DV08

This is the best documentary presentation of the extraordinary John of God phenomena. This artistic documentary leaves the
previous ABC, Discovery and BBC documentaries in the dustbin of history. Director Unterberg does a superb job in showing
the miracle of this manifestation and the benefits that are derived from unprejudiced seeking. There is a clip with Dr Sheff (see
article above) and there are some fascinating interviews with one of the best mediums ever, Dorothy Cooke. This DVD is
enthusiastically recommended.
Ed.

***
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Announcements

Once again we will be blessed by a visit to this country by His Holiness of Bon, Lungtok Tenpai Nyima of Menri
Monastery. He is graciously offering us the Teaching of the Golden Spoon. This is an unbelievable opportunity to receive the
precious Bon Dzogchen teachings from the leader of Tibet's oldest spiritual tradition, an authentic lineage holder who has been
teaching for nearly 5 decades.
The Golden Spoon instructions are contained in the treasury of teachings known as, Dzogchen Sergyi Thur Ma. These
concise and essential teachings are a powerful tool, and are important directions from the Zhang Zhung Nyan Gyud, the Oral
Instructions that have been handed down through an unbroken lineage spanning centuries before the creation of the Tibetan
Empire to our present day. The Gyalwa Menri Trizin, a Tulku and esteemed Bon scholar, will be joined in these teachings by
Tog Den Won Po, Geshe Chongtul Rinpoche also a Tulku and the former teacher of His Holiness in his last incarnation. The
significance of receiving these instructions from these two teachers should be recognized as an unbelievable moment for Bon in
America, and could be viewed as a historic event.
The teachings from the ZhangZhung Nyan Gyud is the most important lineage in Dzogchen. It teaches the inseparability of
Awareness and Emptiness. The state of Dzogchen is known as the Great Perfection, pure from the very beginning. This
view in it's most Natural State can be expressed through teachings such as the Golden Spoon. These teachings, were given
orally through over two dozen Dzogchen masters in the Nyan Gyud lineage before even coming into Tibet; have remained
unbroken to this present day. The current linage holder, Lungtok Tenpai Nyima, will address these Instructions of the Great
Vast Expanse to us.
The Golden Spoon was an Oral Transmission given to a Dzogchen master by Kuntu Zangpo. It is known as a means to
directly point the Mind. The essence of this Training engages the pristine state or primordial nature of our awareness, directly
enabling us to experience firsthand, our true Nature of Mind.
His Holiness and Tog Den Won Po Geshe Chongtul Rinpoche will present these instructions on the East Coast in New York,
and again on the West Coast in California. The teachings are formatted as residential retreats; to learn more about these
teachings and to register in advance, please click the link below.
http://www.bonshenling.org/2011-GoldenSpoonRetreat.htm

*
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Bioenergy Method Teaching at the New Dawn Foundation in New Rochelle NY
Level 1 - Djuna's Passes – see description and information below
Saturday, October 30th and Sunday, 31th 2010
from 9:30 am -6 pm
Workshop Fee: $195
Reserve your spot early, seating at NDF is limited.
*
Mindful of the present economic climate, Bioenergist Mircea Nedelcu and psychologist Leontina Retegan are offering
this teaching at a greatly reduced rate.
This is a rare opportunity to absorb original teachings from an extraordinary international practitioner.
Eugenia (Djuna) Davitashvili, the method's initiator, is better known as Leonid Brezhnev's personal healer. Her
appearances on Russian TV are always watched with interest and she is known to "heal the impossible".
Mircea Nedelcu is an extraordinary born healer who was discovered and educated by Alexandra Mosneaga, one of the
few people personally trained by Djuna herself.
This method is unknown in the US. Mircea will be teaching it and at the end of the teaching people will possess a
booklet of the protocols to address healing for many ailments. Djuna has released this method for teaching to benefit
mankind. Djuna said repeatedly that anyone can do this work.
Since most people do not possess Mircea's extraordinary diagnostic ability, psychologist Leontina Retegan will present a
radiesthesy device and teach its use.
The simple means of this device will assist in confirming intuitively obtained bioinformation.
Mircea will conduct demonstrations in both diagnostic and treatment.
In hosting this seminar, the New Dawn Foundation is facilitating information at the cutting edge of consciousness.
Anton Baraschi, the NDF president will present the introductory remarks and assist with the presentation.
The teaching program will be sent to all who are interested in the teaching via email.
Please send request to Abaraschi@aol.com mentioning Bioenergy Teaching Level 1 - Djuna's Passes in the title.

*

Star bioenergist Mircea Nedelcu works out of offices in Romania, Austria, Belgium, Germany and USA, combining in his
practice elements of bioenergy and psychotherapy. He possesses a rare talent –exact medical intuition coupled with anatomically
correct "x ray vision".
In 22 years of practice, Mircea has successfully treated over 35,000 patients at the rate of about 1500 per year, with a success rate
estimated to be between 85 to 90 %. He has occasionally conducted 16 consecutive hours Marathon sessions treating up to 56
patients and has handled group healing sessions of up to 480 people. On an average day he works with 20 patients
Some of the ailments he is successfully treating are:
Inoperable brain tumors, colonic tumors, prostate conditions, all rheumatic disorders, kidney patients on dialysis, kidney and gall
bladder stones, irritable bowel syndrome, neuralgic symptoms, neuropathy, migraines, spinal column problems, blood circulation
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problems, lymphatic system, stroke when blood vessels have retained their elasticity, immune system problems, infertility, cysts
and fibroids, bone fractures.
Mircea can be contacted via Fratellone Medical Associates, LLP 47 West 57th Street 5th floor New York NY 10019 Tel 212
421-3202 or via cell phone #(862) 571-1533
Email: nedelcumir@yahoo.com

Leontina Retegan is a professional Bioenergist and Psychologist with her own international practice, presently collaborating
with Mircea Nedelcu. She is specialized in teaching the use of a surprisingly accurate radiesthesy device developed by
Romanian Navy commander Claudian Dimitriu in 1996 to facilitate intuitive diagnostic for those who need confirmation of
their original impressions.
Leontina presents the theoretical basis and ground work for this teaching.
*
For reservations and inquiries, please contact Anton at 551 697 2690 or email at abaraschi@aol.com
Registration:
New Dawn Foundation
590 Davenport Avenue
New Rochelle, New York 10805
call Anton at NDF at 551 697 2690 and/ or email at Abaraschi@aol.com mentioning Djuna's Passess in the title

We accept checks or cash payments-no credit cards, payment at the door.
Call Anton Baraschi at 551 697 2690 if you have any questions about the teaching.
Location Accommodations:

Limited on site housing is available for early registrations.

*
This Newsletter is being e-mailed the 3rd week of every month. Deadline for submitting copy, material, announcements and
other contributions, is the 15th day of the month. E-mail Newsletter material to Abaraschi@aol.com mentioning Newsletter in
the e-mail title.

***
Credits
Chongtul Rinpoche, NJ; Peter Roche de Coppens, PA; Laurie Hopkins, CT ; Rick Sheff, RI; Elena Loboda, CA; Mircea
Nedelcu NJ; Leontina Retegan, NJ; Art Bloom, NY; Christine Baraschi, NY; Anton Baraschi, NY
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